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July 4, 2014
Fellow Gator Hunters,
Congratulations on being selected for the 2014 Public Waters Alligator Harvest. I wish to inform you of products, services and information that’s available to
you. I think you’ll find the enclosed information useful.
Our background: We’ve been harvesting alligators and safely guiding Gator Hunters since 1990. Over the years our team has assisted hundreds of sportsmen
in the harvest thousands of gators and amassed many accolades and records. We‘ve been making and improving RatWorks Gator Hunting equipment since
1994. We strive to deliver the best products and services available at reasonable prices. We are always happy to talk gator hunting or answer questions and
are available during gator season to help or assist. We’re just a call away!
For your convenience, you’ll find a number of related business that may enhance your alligator hunting experience. All enclosed are professional, courteous
and very knowledgeable in their respective fields, so if you have any questions, please pick up the phone and call as we’re all eager to serve you before,
during and after your gator hunt.
At GatorGuides.com, we support your rights to hunt & recreate year round. Additionally, we host the most comprehensive and accurate information and useful
site on the world wide web on the topic of “How to” concerning gator hunting & gator hunting equipment. So much so, much of the industry considers
GatorGuides.com & RatWorks the standard via emulation as we’re one of the oldest, innovative, knowledgeable, active and established outfitters in the industry.
Please visit GatorGuides.com for ideas, techniques, how & why and safety concerns pertaining to gator hunting.
I wish you the best of luck for a safe and successful harvest.

Happy hunting,
Captain Phil Walters-USCG, MNC

*******************************************************************************************************

Guide Service: Florida, Georgia, South Carolina, Alabama
We will outfit you for your hunt & provide a complete package, in writing, which includes guide, equipment and vessel. Call for details,
references or past harvest results. FYI: It’s your HUNT, We want you “Hands On”. Should you decide on a guide, ask BEFORE your hunt
what YOUR role is, how involved you & your guests will be, who harpoons the gator and whether your guide is a USCG licensed captain.
Avoid Surprises, tickets and accidents! Last; make sure it’s in WRITING!
Prices Start at $795.00, (Florida) 1- hunter. Additional Hunters/riders $75.00 each

$250.00 deposit to confirm. Call for two night

hunting special rates! Georgia, SC, Alabama are $595.00 night. Trophy fees may apply for gators over 9’.
Advice before you go on your own...............

You may view the price of a guide as high. With research, you may find that it’s a bargain! According to Florida Fish & Wildlife

Conservation Commission, only 57% of tags issued are filled, with an average length of 7 ½'. In Georgia, (according to GA DNR) the
2013 harvest experienced less than a 30% success rate, with the South Carolina season not much better. Bottom line: the success rate for
novices is not encouraging!
This could be a very expensive undertaking. Weigh it carefully if you go on your own. Some advise: If you don’t know the water, run it

before the season and at least once after dark. Know where the ramp is! Know your vessel’s fuel consumption. Ask the locals about

muck, mud, rocks, logs, stumps, tides & hazards. Inquire about theft from the ramp. Hopefully, this advice will assist you in enjoying your
hunt .

If you hire a guide…………
There is no certification to being a guide so it’s up to you to qualify the person. Ask these questions: What’s your experience & where? Do

you have references available? Does your boat conform to all legal requirements and safety requirements? Are you knowledgeable of all the

rules/laws & adhere to them? Are you fully licensed to participate? What equipment is to be used and who is going to use it? If you’re

hunting navigable waters, are you a licensed USCG Captain? What exactly are you providing and not providing? Once again, make sure
it’s all in writing as all the experienced professionals will do. Give this some thought. There have been many instances where the

professionalism, knowledge, fortitude & experience of a seasoned professional have saved a digit , limb or life of their client. Keep this in
mind when you engage in this inherently risky activity.

RatWorks Gator Hunting Equipment
Web: GatorGuides.com/Ratworks
16147 Ravendale Dr. Tampa, Fl. 33618

Hand Crafted Gator Hunt Equipment
813-968-6154 Cell: 813-220-6854

BY GATOR HUNTERS FOR GATOR HUNTERS!
We have the most “first person” information for gator hunting, equipment, stories and tips on the web! Please
visit our website for product, pictures, stories, details and information. Learn from our decades of experience
gator hunting across Florida and the South and our many record book entries.
Harpoon Kit Push point/driver, mounted to pipe, two Chisel Point darts, 50' of 1/4" dart line. Ready to mount to 6' to 10' 1-1/4"
wood dowel (Home Depot). Use bleach/detergent jug filled with foam, mooring buoy or a crab trap ball for a float.
List $125.00

Special $99.00

Super Pro Harpoon Kit 2 Drivers, 3-50' lines, 3- darts. Makes two complete rigged harpoons. If you only have one harpoon
List $195.00

and it breaks or you lose it, you can’t go to Walmart to replace it. Plan ahead!

Special $165.00

Bone Crusher Harpoon Kit Driver attaches to 3/4" pipe (Home Depot). This rig is for large gators on a snatch hook that’s
either boatside or on the bottom. This pole will hit one in deep water! Kit has “Bone Crusher” driver, one Chisel point dart, two 50' lines
List $99.00
Special $67.50
and a stainless cable loop. Works wonders on harpooning deep water gators.
Chisel Point Darts - Best available! Hand made, 3/8" Stainless steel dart, ”Double Bite” Dovetail design. 14” Stainless Steel
cable. Goes in easy, must cut out to remove. Designed to put “marginal” shots into the gator. Give yourself the advantage of equipment
made for gators, not darts made for fish!!
List $38.75 $32.50 each Special 2 for $58.00 or 4 for $95.00

Snatch Hooks/Snares: Mustad hooks. You will regret purchasing inferior hooks when a big one bends your Chinese hook
straight…..spend the extra $$$ for quality & make your ONE CAST at a beast successful….

Snatch Hook 12/0 (Weighted) 3 prong standing 4" tall weighted with lead & 14" of stainless wire leader. Use at least 80lb
braided line. Great casting distance & mud penetration for bottom snatching.

Snatch Hook 12/0 bare (No weight, no cable)

$15.00 each 2 for $25.00 or 6 for $65.00
$5.00 each 3 for $13.50 or 6 for $25.00

Snatch Hook, 16/0, weighted with 50’ of ¼” line. Use to pull large gators up from deep water. Add float to line. Handy deep
$35.00 each
water tool. This hook often goes into the gator’s hide.
Snatch Hook 16/0 Hook only, no weight or line
Snare- 5/64” x 60” Stainless Cable slip tight & locks. Add line & attach to a pole
Snare- 1/8” x 60” Galvanized Aircraft steel cable

$19.00 each
$14.00 each or 2 for $25.00
$18.00 each or 2 for $30.00

Bang Stick/Power Head All Stainless Steel construction. .357/.38 caliber. Plenty of power when used correctly! Ready to mount to
4'- 6' of 1-1/4" wood dowel. Underwater use only! Hit him HARD!
357 cal kit ……….List $155.00 Special $129.00 each
Easily made to float to prevent loss due to falling overboard .44 mag. kit........... List $175.00 Special $139.00 each
NightBright Hands Free Hatlight:
Operates from your 12 volt battery. Simple, dependable and affordable! 100 watt light with a spare 55 watt bulb ($10.00 value).
Very bright with replacement bulbs available at most auto stores. Quick detach cord. (12 volt use only!)
Special $75.00 each
Complete, ready to hunt harpoons and bang sticks will be available at most of the seminars or at many retail locations across the
South. Visit GatorGuides.com or call for details

***************Please Call Ratworks at 813-968-6154 for Info or Equipment Orders*****************

Web: GatorGuides.com/RatWorks

DVD Video: Gator Hunting Across the South with Captain Phil Walters
Enjoy this hour long video featuring gator hunts in Florida (Lakes Hancock, Kissimmee, Griffin & Jessup) Georgia’s Lake
Seminole and South Carolina’s Lake Moultrie. Includes video of harpooning via “Run & Gun,” “Trolling,” “BoneCrusher”
and by hooking & boating from mud trails. View close ups of boatside handling, taping of jaws and proper tagging. Featured
is Capt Phil’s solo harvest of the 2008 “Gator Shootout” 12’ Winners Circle gator.
Special: $15.95 each

Deal! Purchase $200.00 or more of RatWorks Gator Hunt Equipment, receive a copy FREE!

**********************************************************
Advice: The History Channel’s hit show “Swamp People” is very entertaining, has a large audience and has greatly
increased interest in alligator hunting. The methods engaged to harvest as depicted on the show is that of “Commercial
Trapping,” not “Fair Chase Public Hunting.” Please READ YOUR STATE’S RULES as should you emulate the
actions of Swamp People, you may be BREAKING STATE LAW and subject to fines or arrest!
**********************************************************

RatWorks Gator Hunt Equipment Dealers: Please call first for product availability!
Florida: T.A. Mahoney’s Co. 4990 E. Adamo Dr. Tampa, Fl. 33605 813-241-6500 Web: TAmahoney.com
Ray Rocha 813-546-2657 East Tampa/Gibsonton E-mail: rayoutdoors@verizon.net Web: Nightwaterhunting.com
East Georgia: Tony Pass C-912-572-3793 H-912-727-2838

winchester338mag@yahoo.com Richmond Hill 31324

Alabama/West Georgia: Mike Gifford Eufaula, AL C-321-624-3646 H-334-232-4636
Randy Pounds Junction City, GA 478-837-1319 dep6_@hotmail.com
www.georgiagatorguides.com Georgia State record gator 13'8" taken in 2008

South Carolina 10’ zone 1

Mississippi 9’ Ross Barnett Res.

Capt. Phil & solo GA 12’-2” zone 4

Florida 11’

Alabama lake Eufaula 10’

Florida 13’ always sever the spine!

AIRBOATING MAGAZINE is filled with informative articles on hunting,
fishing, bowfishing and boating.
A one year subscription is only $24.95 for 6 entertaining issues delivered right to your door!
(Florida residents add $1.75 sales tax)

Order online at: www.airboatingmagazine.com
E-mail: info@airboatingmagazine.com or Ph: 727-798-3457 or 352-255-4776

Stealth approach to a wily gator works like a charm!
From the Gator’s Jaw’s By Capt. Phil Walters of GatorGuides.com
At the end of the movie “Quigley Down Under, starring Tom Selleck as Quigley, the bad guy is under a false impression that Quigley
is not competent in the use of a six shooter. Earlier, Quigley told the villain “I have no use for a six shooter.” At the showdown, the
villain, along with his two henchmen, gives Quigley a six shooter thinking he has the advantage. He is quickly shot along with his
henchman and learns that Quigley was indeed versed with a revolver. “I said I have no use for one. Never said I didn’t know how to
use one!” Quigley quipped to the dying evil outlaw.
I often employ the “Run & Gun” method of gator hunting with my airboat. In this method, you shine the gator, gain his location,
“run” your boat hard & fast to him & “gun” him with the harpoon while he’s either at the surface or below it. While this style is fast
action, exciting and takes a modest level of skill as both the boat & target are moving, it’s not always the best method of hunting
gators; especially if you don’t have an airboat. A few of the drawbacks of this style of hunting is it burns a lot of fuel, scares the
beejiggers out of the gators, (and often the hunters) is loud & could impact other sportsmen in a negative manner attempting to enjoy
the same waterway.
Let’s talk about a method of gator hunting that is the opposite of the “Run & Gun.” It’s called “Trolling” and works like a charm on
any water body where an electric trolling motor can be deployed. While I’m not going into details of the many types of trolling motors
we can employ upon an airboat, we’ll talk about the finer points of “Trolling.’
Note: Alligator have a keen sense of smell & hearing. This must be taken into consideration when trolling. Be aware of the wind
and/or current and chose your approach rather than making a direct bee line to your target.
Once you have located your intended target by shining him, it’s wise to take a direct beam of light off him and either place him into
the halo of the light or, better yet, use a light with a rheostat and dial it down as low as it will go offering just enough light to
illuminate the gator’s eye. (Often, a lens filter of red, green or yellow will help keep the gator from spooking.) Upon approach, you are
now engaging in a “spot & stalk hunt, so all aboard must be ready and QUIET! Have all your equipment and lines set prior to
approach and ready for use.
To hedge your chances, have a casting rod ready with a snatch hook, as you may be able to hook him once you’re within 30 yards or
so, providing you’re in open water. Draw a bead on him with your gatorstick when he’s within harpoon range (30 feet or less). If your
pole is set for throwing, be ready to throw should he submerge. If he stays up, hold off until within the “dead kill” zone of about 5’.
Should he submerge, throw at your selected target area as he should still be near if he did not spook. Once thrown, retrieve the
harpoon & ready it for a second shot ASAP as often the gator will pop back up again very close, so be ready.
While open water is the best to work a stalk, brush & cover near open water will often conceal nice gators that will hold for your
light, so don’t overlook this type of habitat when adjacent to open water.
While not as fast and exciting action as the “Run & Gun,” trolling will save fuel and reduce noise. However; I’m sure the adrenalin
will ratchet up to high again when you sink your dart into a large lizard and the fight begins!

Shut Those Gator Jaws! Electrical or Duct Tape?
The huge debate rages every gator season. At the heart of the issue is what is the best tape to use to secure shut the most powerful
closing force of a set of teeth in the natural world? For me, the answer is very simple and lies in my right pocket.
The gator has the strongest bite in the animal kingdom. It can exert over 2500 lbs per square inch plus upon closing however; this is
countered inversely with very weak force of only a few pounds in the ability to open their jaws. So, while the bite is strong and
powerful, opening them back up rates somewhere in the pansy class.
In my capacity as a professional hunting guide, coaching hundreds of greenhorns who often are consumed by the event they are
participating in, I have found electrical tape as the best choice for many reasons. For openers, electrical tape works well in a
wet environment. With a few wraps, (3-4 for up to 8’, 5-7 wraps for larger) it has the strength to keep those strong jaws shut. It’s
small, compact and quick to use. The most redeeming factor for electrical tape is it can be kept in a pocket and is readily
available when needed, which may not be said for duct tape. (I hand a roll of tape to all aboard so it’s AVAILABLE WHEN YOU
NEED IT!)
So for efficiency, electrical tape is an outstanding choice for this task leaving the duct tape to other needs……
Quick tips: Always secure the jaws TIGHTLY shut and tape them. Loose jaws could allow a finger into them while handling. Always
SERVER the spine to insure the gator is dead. Always tag the gator immediately after taping & killing it. Always be aware of your
actions & surroundings and the reactions of others involved in this activity.

Est.
1997

Should we be your alligator tannery?
 Friendly customer service – We love to work with
individual alligator hunters, taxidermists and outfitters.
 Fast turnaround – You will receive your alligator leather
back in 10-12 weeks!
 Fair pricing - $31/foot in length to tan & dye (plus $1520 return shipping). Same price for both belly cuts and
hornback cuts. No outrageous extra charges ($25
fleshing charge if there is any meat remaining on the
hide; $400 extra if head is to remain attached to hide).
 20 great colors to choose from!
 We don’t thin alligator hides, so we don’t make holes in
them. The best gators for use in boots, bags & other
finished items are 8’ or shorter.
Specialty Leather
2135 Industrial Park Road
Boone, IA 50036
www.specialtyleather.com

GatorGuides.com Tampa, Florida 33618 Phone: 813-968-6154 E-mail: GatorStick@tampabay.rr.com

HighClassic Genuine American Alligator Leather Products
List

Distributor Special

Bi-fold (Credit Hipster) wallet
Tri-fold wallet

$295.00
$349.50

$175.00
$235.00

Business Card holder wallet, fold over, 2 pockets
Business/Credit Card case, 1 pocket
Business Card Wallet, fold over, 3 pocket with ID holder

$175.00
$145.00
$295.00

$125.00
$95.00
$150.00

Round “Knee Scale” Paper weights
Key Fobs (round or elongated)

$67.50
$59.75

$35.00
$29.00

Ladies French Purse wallet
Barcelona Purse
Kelly Purse

$565.00
$2,995.00
$2,495.00

$375.00
$2,395.00
$1,995.00

Belts 1-1/4” or 1-1/2” wide

$275.00

$175.00

Custom Colt .45 1911 Holster

$395.00

$235.00

Magnetic Money Clip, flip open
Magnetic Money Clip, card case, 1 pocket

$75.00
$275.00

$35.00
$145.00

Custom fit Alligator Western boots, Gator lowers

$1895.00

$875.00

Alligator leather hides for your own creation: Shoes, vests, motorcycle seats, saddle bags, golf bags, purses, wall
hangers, brief cases, chairs…….. Starting at $75 per linear foot & up (price reflects size & grade)
Dixie Gator Trappers-Urban Hunting – “Ride with a Trapper” hands on gator experience: starting at $295.00 per day +
price of gator(s) that you may keep. (starts at $35.00 per foot. Spend a day in an urban area catching dangerous gators
from ponds, ditches, lakes, pools, front porches, ect. Great excitement while protecting pets & children!
Inventories & colors limited. Call for availability of items. Custom manufacture of products from your TANNED hides
available. Call for details.

The Reason Gators Survived Millions of Years……They are SMART and Evolve Quickly!
By Capt Phil Walters of GatorGuides.com

Unlike the voters of America who continually accept irritating results without accountability as produced by our elected
officials by continuing to elect them, alligators learn from their irritating experiences THE FIRST TIME and without a knee
jerk emotional response they adjust their behavior for quality of life and survival. This might explain why as the public
gator seasons across the South evolve, the once common and easily harvested 10’ plus gator is now a not too common
result that only arrives with due diligence, persistence and an understanding of the gator and his behavior.
In the “old days” of gator hunting, back a couple of decades ago when the gator was initially removed from the
endangered list and opened to public harvest, huge gators were commonly taken even by the novice. With the many
years of public pressure in all of the Southern states offering a public season, nuisance trapping and death by poaching,
along with the greatly increased interest of gators b the public due to TV shows, the size, success rate and hours
invested for a successful result have all nose dived in favor of the gator. He’s wiley, smart and responds quickly to
remedy negative experiences.
After hunting a multitude of Southern states each gator season along with water time on many of Florida’s alligator
management units (AMU’s), I’m seeing the same response out on the rivers, bays, ponds, lakes, marshes and reservoirs;
the gators are few and far between, won’t hold for a light, offer only very few & small windows of opportunity and
usually are smaller than a hunter wishes to harvest. If you have been successful the last 5-8 years and hunt the same
areas each season, continue what works, if you move to a new area, you’re going to need to adapt to the area. What do
you do? My suggestions……….
Scout the area prior to season and DO NOT HARRASS the gators! Look for potential targets and record their locations. In
the old days we burned fuel looking for a target of opportunity until we found them. This strategy is much weaker than
it used to be as few gators are easily accessible in open water so scouting will point you to an area where there are
targets. Once you find an area with targets, now you must have the skills, equipment and a plan to remove the gator
from his habitat. While burning fuel is substantially more fun, targeting a specific gator will produce results.
For many states and also Florida’s County AMU’s, large bodies of public waters are the areas with the most elusive
alligators. Just as deer hunting, areas where fewer folks have access might have gators with less fear of human activity
or hold the gators that left the larger bodies of water in search of peace & quit. Searching for smaller wetlands to hunt
can produce results. Small landowners might be agreeable to allow you to legally remove a gator in a pond, lake or
swamp, however don’t forget to be respectful of the landowner and confirm your targeted area is legally an area you
can hunt via your permit and license.
As for equipment, you might be experienced with open water gators via a snatch hook. Now you’re located gators in
both brush and weeds which are areas your hook is useless as the gators have also figured out that harassment is
greater in open water and greatly reduced when under the cover of structure. New equipment and techniques are
required to successfully attach the lines to your target so an expansion of the equipment onboard may be needed. Often
folks ask me what is the best equipment to use and I answer with a question: Where are you hunting and do you wish to
be prepared for any opportunity that presents itself? I carry enough equipment to deal with a gator no matter what
habitat I find it in so that keeps the window open for ANY gator that I find. Having the equipment is only part of the
solution as you also must become knowledgeable of WHAT to deploy and WHEN to deploy it.
I carry a hands free light with a reo-stat, multiple rods & reels with snatch hoods, binoculars, a rod & reel with a 2”
wood peg for bait (legal in Florida only!) a 16/0 hook on a rope, at least 3 wood throw harpoons, one 8’-10’ sticking

harpoon, a BoneCrusher harpoon (harpoons are a primary control tool for large gators-period) and a call. With these
tools I’m just about prepared for any gator I come across that will offer my clients a window of opportunity.
Once properly prepped and a gator located, a plan needs to be formulated. Are you planning on trolling close to
harpoon? Stick him in the bushes? Nail him on the bottom in shallow water after he submerges? Hook him on a mudflat
or open water? Calling him to within casting range? Whatever the choices, be prepared for the following when you work
a specific gator. One, be patient as time needs to be on your side as you are waiting/staking for a window of
opportunity. Two, have available multiple meatheads of line attachments as the scenario and conditions are
continuously changing.
Lets say the gator’s eye is illuminated in a stand of myrtles, you troll up to the concealed glow and attempt to harpoon
but miss. (A quick assumption of how the gator’s body is situated is crucial to any remote chance of harpooning) Upon
quickly backing out of the bushes are you searching & ready for opportunity should the gator pop up & swim in open
water? Are your boat-mates searching for clues as to location too? Is someone ready for a cast with a snatch hook?
Being prepared for the evolving windows of opportunity is a key to success when a small window opens and presents
itself prior to it quick closing and opportunity lost.
While I don’t wish to be negative, if you’re a greenhorn gator hunter, the odds are long for you to fill your tag, so plan
accordingly. Give plenty of time to the hunt and expect mistakes but reflect and learn from each one. While gator
hunting is not complicated, it has its nuances that are unique to the activity. The harvest of any legal gator is an
achievement, so be realistic as to the size of gator you select for harvest and remember that if you decide not to fill your
tag with a 6’ gator, that 10’ bull gator might decide to eat it, so might as well fill the tag with a nice clean hide an some
very tender white lizard meat.

The largest gator we harvested in 2013 was not on the
public hunt but the nuisance program. This 12’ gator was
taken with the City limits of Tampa. Maybe it tried to
elude hunters in the more remote areas?

This hunter took an 8’ gator from the Kissimmee River,
a tough area to hunt with limited opportunities. She
accepted assistance from her guide while still participating
in a “hands on” hunt. This gator was followed with a 7’.

Tip: Keep your dead gator COLD! Like fish, the delicate white meat encased in a dark body SPOILS RAPIDLY under the
hot Southern sun. Even at night, meat can spoil. Keep any dead gator out of direct sunlight. Keep covered and iced. A 10’
gator in a truck bed will require 100lbs + of ice. Key meat: jowl, belly, strap, tail-ice accordingly. Skin as soon as possible
and remember to wash the gator with soap/bleach & water PRIOR to skinning to kill the nasty bacteria on it. Take your
time skinning (in the shade) and keep your knives sharp! Remove all fat/grizzle from meat as it’s not fit for consumption.

Why the Gator is Such a Tough Critter
From the Gator’s Jaws
By Captain Phil Walters
Of the many factors that separate alligator
hunting from other types of hunting is the
armor that grows on the alligator. This armor
may be the most interesting thing about an
alligator and is often the most misunderstood.
Gators are a leftover from the dinosaur age.
They have a very thick and tough hide that
is hard to puncture. Their most formidable
defense to the methods of harvest legally
employed by hunters is their armor. They have
a head that is literally built like a concrete
block and a back and neck that bristles with
“Osteoderms,” composed of bone-like calcium,
commonly referred to as scutes. On larger
trophy class animals (9'+) the bone protecting
the gator’s brain may be thicker than an
inch and the armor on its back may grow to
be almost as thick. Needless to say, to be a
successful gator hunter, you must possess a
reasonable understanding of the obstacles you
and your equipment are to overcome.
At the top of the list, avoid any attempt to
harpoon, shoot or bang the head, especially
above the waterline. (Shooting a gator head
above water will result in bone and lead going
everywhere.) With the head as thick as a concrete
walkway, arrow shafts, spears, harpoons and
the like, most often will bounce off with no ill
effect to the gator. Occasionally, the equipment
will be damaged. Drivers can and will bend,
poles can break and even some of the inferior

Scutes: These are armor scutes protecting
the Gator’s back.   They can grow to be up
to one inch thick! You must account for this
armor to be successful and your equipment
must be up to the task.
made darts have been known to disintegrate.
(I’ve witnessed this with the fish archery darts
composed of two different metals.)
For darts, use the ones manufactured
specifically for gators. These are not modified
fish points. They are made from a solid piece of
stainless steel, are small for easy penetration
and maximum holding ability. A quality dart
should produce a minimum entry hole. (A
broadhead/razor point is useless as all you’ll
do is cut a huge hole so the dart will not hold.
Any broadhead/razor is not a suitable design for
gator hunting under any circumstances.) These
darts often will not bounce off the back scutes,
but will either slide down the scute and
bury between them, or may break through

One dart has broken the back scute and
buried. With the entire scute not destroyed,
there is good holding ability. Had the This dart entered into the soft hide near
dart destroyed the scute, it would have the rear leg. Easy penetration here and
eventually pulled.
excellent holding ability.
52 Airboating Magazine

one. Either way, you have a chisel point dart
buried rather than bounced as a lesser designed
product may perform.
Quality darts are designed to produce results
under poor conditions that may include head,
back and scute shots, long distance shots, weak/
soft shots (not enough umph!) and shots made
while under mental duress, which is a common
occurrences with the rookies. Gator- specific
designed equipment is made to overcome the
difficulties of gator hunting and perform as
designed when needed by producing superior
results in inferior situations.
Please purchase a quality product designed
by knowledgeable sportsmen for this adverse
adventure! When selecting equipment for
your gator hunt, buy from a supplier with
a long history of actually hunting gators at
the locations and conditions you experience
rather than an outfit that is simply making
or modifying equipment to “make do” for
the task.
“Results are remembered long after the price
is forgotten.”
Captain Phil Walters of GatorGuides.
com, often called “The Gator Hunter of the
South,” has decades of experience guiding
hundreds of clients in multiple states to
trophy class alligators. His clients at one time
possessed seven of the top 10 SCI record book
entries. He has hunted gators from one end
of Florida to the other and added Georgia,
South Carolina, Alabama and Mississippi to
the areas he has hunted.

The neck is a perfect area to target. The
jowels have thick hide that a dart can
penetrate. In this picture a weak shot does
not bury the dart. Due to the thick hide, the
dart wedged in and withheld about 100 lbs.
of pressure for a short duration.

Deepwater Gator Harpooning? Try a “BoneCrusher” Harpoon! By Captain Phil Walters, GatorGuides.com
As with most hunting, terrain often dictates the methods & tools to be used to efficiently harvest our prey. This also holds true for gator
hunting as well. While there is an overall lack of technical information available on the finer points of when & where to use key equipment
while gator hunting, allow me to address a very popular style often used in many states to harvest trophy class gators.
The use of a rod & reel is often a very effective method used to attach an initial restraining line to an alligator as required by rule. This
method is used in open water where there are few weeds or obstruction to foul your treble hook or distort your retrieval line.
The two principal styles are to sight a suitable gator and cast a hook over him while he’s swimming (works best when there is enough
light to actually see the gator) and the hooking of a target on the bottom while working a mud or bubble trail.
While the sight method is fairly self explanatory, the mud or bubble trailing takes a little more practice to perfect. For trailing, you are
reading the activity of the bottom of the water body where your target has submerged by activity you are viewing at the surface. When they
hit a suitable bottom, something other than rock or sand, they may leave either disturbed water, stirred mud/silt or better yet, in decaying
vegetation, a trail of the gasses released from the bottom made from it’s decomposition. Either way, if the water’s surface is modestly flat
and you have a good bottom to work, the submerged gator may be leaving you plenty of clues as to his whereabouts. Often, when I’m
scouting new areas, I’ll look specifically for soft mud bottom areas. When I can find a gator in this type of habitat, day or night, he could
become an easy target. While he may submerge & think he’s hidden from you, if he leaves signs of his location, that’s where my hook
goes and often it’s onto a nice gator.
Once hooked, you now know where the gator is. The only problem is you still don’t have “control” of the beast. Depending on the size
and “attitude” of the gator, it may sit tight or it may run for a few hundred yards. My experience has been when you hook a true monster in
the 12’+ class, they often don’t run very far. I’ve had more than one 13’+ gator run no more than 20 or 30 yards. So if you think you
hooked a log that’s not moving, be prepared! If it’s an athletic gator, he may burn line off the reel or may resort to towing you & your boat
around for a short while, usually in the 5-15 minute range.
When it’s determined it is a gator you have hooked, you now have two tasks; attach more lines for control and tire the gator out so you can
dominate & dispatch him. I often use a spinning reel for the first line then switch to a heavy-duty bait casting type reel for additional lines.
Even when you have a few lines upon him, it is PRUDENT that you drive a harpoon into him for ultimate control. The reason for
harpooning is the harpoon is attached to a rope which gives superior control over a fishing rod. The other key reason is once a harpoon is
buried into a gator, they don’t come out. With snatch hooks, especially on a rod, due to the toughness of the gator’s hide, the hooks rarely
penetrate. If you have a hook on a very lively gator & bring him boat side, once the gator starts to thrash a little, there is a high probability
he will throw your hook back to you.
I make it a habit to harpoon the gator for control at the very first window to do so. This all but guarantees the capture of the gator,
especially if it’s a very large one. The only issue is if the situation unfolds to where the gator runs to deep water and decides to play the
game of “attrition’ with your mind, spirit & body. This game plays well for the gator as he can sit comfortably on the bottom for extended
periods of time, while inversely, the work, sweat, anticipation & pain is on your end of the line.
With weather, time constraints, boating traffic, your body’s endurance and many other factors coming into play on the gator’s behalf,
there is tool that could increase your ability to win over the brute and conquer HIM! This is the ability to harpoon him with a dominating
line & quickly bring him boat side, even in deep water.
For this task, I use a “BoneCrusher” harpoon pole. This is a tool perfect for this situation. The “BoneCrusher” is made with 8’ of ¾”
galvanized steel pipe with a driver attached to the end. This pole will accelerate on it’s path down to the gator, often with enough energy to
punch through the armor on a big gator’s back. This is the perfect tool to engage for negotiating a stubborn, deep water gator.
A few tips before using. If you can attach at least two fishing lines to the gator do so. Just remember if your boat is over the top of the
gator, it’s very hard to “jig” & hook him as you don’t have any scope on your line & you’re jigging his back. The best bet is to back away
from the gator to gain scope or to work your line from the front of the boat to the stern. Should you not be able to attach two lines, you can
still attempt to harpoon him however; give good thought as to how the gator is laying, which way he is facing & where you have the gator
hooked as you’ll need to guess where to drop the pole to hit him. (Hint: If the line zig-zagged when he ran, you hooked the tail.)
With two lines attached, place both lines perpendicular to your boat, (this is critical as if they are at an angle, then the “BoneCrusher” is
not over the gator when you drop it.) with a portion of the gator obviously resting between the lines. Line up the “BoneCrusher” between
the lines & drop her down, but be ready as hit or miss, the gator is going to run once the pole is dropped! If successful, the dart should be
buried into the gator & you can now bring him to the surface. Should he be a monster or darted in the rear, put another dart into him for
both control & insurance ( You can NEVER have too many lines in a monster!). Once you have legal restraint/control of him, dispatch
him, tape the jaws, sever the spine and proudly slip your tag in his tail!

Snatch Hooks & Snares: A Brief but Griping Encounter by Captain Phil Walters-GatorGuides.com
Snatch hooks & snares, just as any tool in the toolbox, have their place in the world when used within the parameters they were
designed for. In other instances, they may not be so useful. Allow me to share my knowledge in a brief course on the use of each
tool.
Snatch hooks are legal to use in most states (NO BAIT attached!) as a means to attach a locating or restraining line to a gator. With
a line attached, you know where the gator is and may then commence to attaching more lines with the ultimate goal of control via a
harpoon line. With multiple hook lines followed by harpoon lines, the gator will come under your eventual control. Below is the
situations best suited to deploying hooks:
 Casting over a swimming gator
 Casting over a submerged gator or bubble trail
 Pulling a deeply submerged gator up to harpoon
 Quick attachment of additional lines
Note: Unfortunately, snatch hooks are not legal for sport hunting gators in the state of Arkansas!
Please remember that a snatch hook will catch ANYTHING & EVERYTHING that’s out there and a gator is not likely to remain
still (They may run 10 yards or hundreds of yards) so keep in mind a hook may not be wise to deploy in vegetation, rocks, timber or
near other obstructions.
As a tool of attaching a restraining line, a hook attached to a rod & reel offers the most range of any legal method. As far as you can
accurately throw a hook, you may attach the line, so if you can work close to a lizard or call him near, do so & attach the first line to
him. With one line attached, I strongly advise attaching two or more lines (the bigger the gator, the more lines to add. (Also,
“FEEL” the lines as you’re attempting to attach more as your second line might detach the first). Note: due to the gator’s thick hide,
the hook often does not penetrate the skin; it will merely hooks a scale or scute. It’s imperative once hooked to keep constant
pressure on the line and NEVER pump the rod by dropping the tip as this may lead to the hook falling off. It’s much wiser to reel
the rod tip to the water then lift the rod up, decreasing a hook drop.
The size of casting hooks that I use are 10/0-12/0 weighted with a few ounces of lead. I put these onto “grouper” type short stout
rods rigged with 100-140 lb Power Pro line. Keep in mind the hook must be strong enough to match the line you’re using without
bending the hooks barb’s. If you hook a very large gator, ALWAYS add lines as more lines spread the load out over a wider range
& area, thus reducing the load on each individual line & hook. Another tip is to file the hook point as sharp as you can get it to
increase the possibility of penetrating the hide.
Occasionally, in deep water areas (over 10’+ deep) such as coastal rivers, reservoirs, spillways or canals, a gator might be hooked
with a single line then dive to the bottom. This may create a difficult situation as a single line is not enough to control or surface the
gator. Additionally, the deeper water along with a moving current and a boat over the top of the gator may make attaching more
lines difficult. Here is where a heavier weighted hook attached to rope may be of use. I use a 16/0 attached to a ¼” rope and buoy to
drag the area. Often, you must back away slightly from over the top of your target so there may be some scope or angle allowing the
hook to “bite” the flank of the gator rather than bouncing it onto the back of the creature and not allowing it to attach. With the
larger hook and heavier line, it’s common for this rig to really annoy the gator causing him to bolt so be prepared. (That’s why the
line should have a float attached) On the plus side, it’s common for this hook to penetrate the hide and bury the barb which is a very
good thing.
Most of the seminars conducted in the many states for the public gator hunters are done so by DNR biologists. While gifted in the
subject of biology, few have detailed experience participating in the topic they are discussing. Snares, have a place in the
toolbox. Often I’ve heard for this to be used as a primary tool for the public gator hunter to attach a primary line and on that topic I
strongly disagree with a qualifier. For smaller gators under 6’, a snare is useful as a first line. After that forget it!
A snare is a basic tool of TRAPPING, not fair chase hunting! However; here’s where they are handy for the public season. In
Mississippi, two tags are issued with each permit with one tag being restricted for a gator 4’ – 7’ in length. This “slot” tag must be
filled before the unrestricted tag may be used. It’s wise and legal to live catch the gator in this state, measure it to ensure it’s of
proper slot length and release it alive & unharmed if not of correct size. (Filling the restricted tag can be a whole lot of fun!) For
both Mississippi and Alabama, the rules state very clearly that PRIOR to DISPATCH, a gator must have a line or snare securely
attached around a leg or neck in order to guarantee control and prevent loss upon dispatch. While a harpoon is a fast and secure way
to attach controlling lines, in these states the rules clearly state otherwise, so the slip snare is a quick tool to engage to meet the rule.
Other uses for the snare is to close the jaws of a gator prior to taping shut.
Captain Phil Walters of GatorGuides.com, “The Gator Hunter of the South” has decades of experience guiding hundreds of clients
in multiple states to trophy class alligators. His clients at one time possessed 7 of the top 10 SCI record book entries. He has hunted
gators from one end of Florida to the other and added Georgia, South Carolina, Alabama and Mississippi to the areas he has hunted.
Tip: Only use high quality hooks such as Mustad, not cheap Chinese manufacture that will bend or break upon a heavy
load. “Cheap” is not synonymous with successfully harvesting very large gators. You get what you pay for so catch him on
the first try as you may not receive a second chance to do so after a broken hook or line. Gators learn quickly…

Web: http://jpbenjaminscv.org/ Contact: Lt. Commander Phil Walters 813-220-6854 Gatorstick@tampabay.rr.com
Do you believe our values, history, activities and culture are worth defending? If yes, consider joining the Sons of
Confederate Veterans or donating to the projects of the Judah P. Benjamin camp 2210 SCV.
The Historical Honor Society the Sons of Confederate Veterans is the nation’s second oldest Veterans service
organization. We are a patriotic, non racial fraternity composed of the blood descendents of Confederate Soldiers and
also of those of like mind and heart. We, through our camps, conduct thousands of events across the nation each year in
support of our mission statement or “The Charge.” These events range from veteran grave identification, veterans
monuments, cemetery/grave restoration, living histories, parades, solemn memorial ceremonies, color guard details,
community service projects, genealogical research, humanitarian relief and many other related activities.
Projects of the Judah P. Benjamin camp include:
 Sequacentennial re-enactment of the presentation of the Colors of Tampa’s Sunny South Guard
 Sequacentennial Memorial service of the bombardment of Tampa by the USS Adella and Tahoma
 Presentation of the SCV Hunley Award to outstanding JROTC Cadets for honor, courage and commitment
 “Flags Across Florida” establishing Confederate War Memorials with large flags in Havana (US 27 at Georgia
State line), White Springs (east side I-75, just north of I-10, State Farmer’s market) and Tampa (I-4 & I-75)
 Annual Lee-Jackson Memorial banquets and Confederate Memorial Day ceremonies with grave decorations
 Bi –monthly camp fellowship meetings with historical and educational speakers on related topics
 Parades including Christmas, Veterans Day, St. Patrick’s, 4th of July and Martin Luther King Day
 Educational/fund raising stations at historical re-enactments and community events
 Implementation of the “War Between the States” monument at Hillsborough County’s Veterans Park
 Community relations events (Masons, Veterans, Schools, Societies) pertaining to Southern Heritage
Non voting membership starts at $36 year and includes a subscription to the acclaimed “Confederate Veteran”
magazine. Full voting yearly membership is $60 with confirmation of a Confederate Veteran ancestor (research
assistance available) Contact to receive the Benjamin camp newsletter of meetings and events. For donations to
support our mission, mail check made to Judah P. Benjamin camp 2210 SCV 16147 Ravendale Dr. Tampa, Fl. 33618.
Should we not defend our HONORABLE and TRUE history, heritage, culture and laws TODAY, what will we bequeath
to future generations? Act today to protect tomorrow!
The "Charge" to the Sons of Confederate Veterans:
"To you, Sons of Confederate Veterans, we will commit the vindication of the Cause for which we fought. To your strength will be given
the defense of the Confederate soldier's good name, the guardianship of his history, the emulation of his virtues, the perpetuation of
those principles which he loved and which you love also, and those ideals which made him glorious and which you also
cherish. Remember, it is your duty to see that the true history of the South is presented to future generations."

-Lt. General Stephen Dill Lee Commander-General, United Confederate Veterans New Orleans, 25 April 1906

American Alligator Leather 101:

Why Genuine Gator Products Are a Long-Term Investment

American alligator leather is high demand, high priced tiered
premium product, that comes in many grades and quality levels.
By Captain Phil Walters, GatorGuides.com
American alligator leather is one of the world’s most elegant, durable,
tough and beautiful leathers found in the natural world. It’s harvested
under strict government regulation in the Southern United States
via either wild harvest (trapping, public hunting, nuisance removal)
or farming, all conducted under “sustainable use” conservation
principles. Due to its finite and tight supply, popularity by fashion
designers and classic appeal, it will always be a high demand, high
priced tiered premium product; however, many consumers of alligator
leather products often use the same products for the rest of their lives
as the leather is extremely durable and its products classic in design
that never go out of style.

Many consumers of alligator leather products often use the same
products for the rest of their lives as the leather is extremely durable.
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Often, inferior items are marketed to mimic the alligator’s market
value. (It’s against U.S. law to claim “alligator” or mention alligator
when it’s not genuine American alligator) The most common is
“faux” or embossed leather. When either of these words is honestly
used, it means the product is not gator but another material (cow
leather, plastic, vinyl) printed in the pattern of gator scales in a
redundant manner (The pattern repeats itself ). A good quality “faux”
or embossed item may look close to genuine alligator but it’s not as
durable and will deteriorate long before genuine gator.
Another inferior knockoff
found attempting to hide
behind alligator’s elegance is
the caiman of South America.
A caiman is a crocodilian
species that’s very common in
the wild and also common in
the marketplace. When you
compare genuine alligator next
to caiman, you will notice
the caiman has a “sand dollar”
pattern in the larger scales
found on its belly. These “sand
dollar” ridges are composed
of calcium deposits, the same
material bone is composed
of. These calcium deposits,
depending on their density,
are not leather but bone. As Caiman leather is inferior when
such, they are not as pliable as compared to alligator leather.
alligator leather or the flank leather found on a caiman. Additionally,
since the ridges are bone, they do not absorb the chemicals needed to
tan or color the material, so they always appear whitish to the eye.
Africa, Indonesia and Australia all are producing farm and wild
crocodiles. Genuine crocodile leather is close in appeal and quality to
alligator leather, however, its sources may not be as regulated. When
compared side by side, the larger belly scales of alligator leather will
have a “crow’s feet” look at one end of the scale. On croc, they don’t
have the lines of the “crow’s feet” but have a round, single “dot”
instead. This is the easiest method to determine the type of animal
that produced the product.
With alligator hides, there are many grades and quality levels of the
materials used in products. Green alligator hides are “graded” by the
holes produced by either the gator’s life experiences (fighting, sliding
over rocks) or the skinning process. Scares from its life’s experiences
and buttons due to its age or diet will detract from its grade and value.
(A “button” is a calcium deposit in its scale similar to those found in
the caiman. Large, older, wild gators often have from a few to many
buttons.) Later in the process, after the hide is cured, tanned and
dyed, it is often shaved thinner in order to make it slightly easier to
work with. This process will also produce holes in the hide, further
devaluing the hide and forcing it to be used in smaller products such
as wallets or shoes rather than purses, briefcases or furniture.
Continued on page 51

Continued from page 50
Alligator leather is extremely tough to work with. It will often
destroy needles, machines and the like normally used in conjunction
with other leathers, often limiting the number of craftsmen, designers
and artists willing to work with it, thus adding to the final cost of
products. Another drawback in working with alligator is correctly
and intelligently utilizing the beauty and appeal of its natural scale
pattern. Similar to a diamond, each hide has its own unique scale
pattern that must be considered before the hide is cut into patterns
for products. Failure to
maximize or making the wrong
cuts can ruin the hide or result
in less valuable products being
produced from a superior hide.
Think along the lines of a cow. If
the butcher uses a prime Angus
beef cow strictly for hamburger
because an amateur made the
lowest value cuts rather than
higher profit cuts as prime rib,
filets and the like, the market
value of the finished product is
greatly reduced.
Once the alligator hide
is tanned, it can be dyed or
colored. The classic colors are black, brown and peanut. Depending
on the market, other colors may be in demand but usually they
come and go (as in fads) but leave the classics as a consistent base.
Classic finishes are safari or matte and high gloss. With the tanning
process, each and every scale has a unique quality and thickness, thus
producing a uniform tan or color set across the hide is not an easy feat
to accomplish. For the safari or matte finishes, uniformity is more
easily achieved. For a uniform high gloss finish, a higher grade hide
is often needed. In the real world, the high gloss finish is mostly used
in the manufacture of high fashion, high end items with the matte or
safari finish most often associated with daily wear casual items.
A common, lower priced product found on the market consisting of
genuine alligator is the “horn back” hide or cut. Normally, the “horn
back” is discarded since it consists of osteoderms or scutes. These
scutes are bones that plate the back of alligators and crocodiles and
are part of their ancient armor system that protects them. As discussed
above, concerning the calcium in the skin of the caiman, these scutes
do not tan very well as the bone does not absorb dyes. While many
attractive products such as belts, boots, wallets, shoes and purses
may be made from the “horn back” cut, they must come from small
alligators due to their lack
of elasticity and are not
considered to be within
the family of the “classic”
products produced from
alligator leather. While
“horn back” products have a
market following, it’s most
often associated with the
independent, individual
“American biker grade”
group of products.
With alligator hides, the
Alligator scutes are bones that plate quality level affects the
the back of alligators and crocodiles. final product’s price. While

Shaving hides thinner to make them easier to
work with sometimes produces holes, further
devaluing the hide and forcing it to be used in
smaller products such as wallets or shoes rather
than purses, briefcases or furniture.
smaller quality items may be produced from greatly
flawed hides, larger items such as purses, briefcases,
luggage and furniture must be produced from the
less common, more expensive higher grade hides.
(Larger hides have fewer holes, scares or buttons.)
This results in the larger the product, the higher grade hide that must
be used in its manufacture, thus the higher the retail price and the
more limited is the product’s availability.
I hope this assists with understanding the pricing structure and
market availability of genuine American alligator verses the inferior
“wannabes” and the lesser grades of alligator hides.

Captain Phil Walters is owner of GatorGuides.com and has
guided hundreds of clients/hunters in the harvest of thousands
of trophy class wild alligators across the Southern U.S. He
also owns HighClassic Alligator Leather Products. Prior to his
involvement in the alligator industry, Captain Walters spent
decades in the alcohol beverage industry as a sales representative,
wine consultant and sales manager. He is as well versed and
competent in both the “swamp” to produce a gator and the
“jungle” otherwise known as the market to sell a finished, high
end product.
Our motto: Support American Craftsmen! Buy American
Alligator!
Copyright 2011 PMW
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